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The SHOCKING

The “Wondrously Marvelous” Fulfillments of
Holydays 2 & 3 constitute “The SHOCKING” that
transforms the
lukewarm Revelation 3 Church of Laodiceans
into the zealous Revelation 6 Church of Martyrs!

Isa 29:14
14 Therefore behold, I will once again deal marvelously with this
people, wondrously marvelous; And the wisdom of their wise men
will perish, And the discernment of their discerning men will be
concealed.”
Isa 29:22-24
22 Therefore thus says the LORD, who redeemed Abraham,
concerning the house of Jacob: “Jacob shall not now be ashamed, nor
shall his face now turn pale; 23 But when he sees his children, the
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work of My hands, in his midst, They will sanctify My name;
Indeed, they will sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, And will stand
in awe of the God of Israel. 24 “Those who err in mind will know the
truth, And those who criticize will accept instruction.

Very few have really pondered about WHY and HOW the
lukewarm Church in Revelation 3, which Christ was
about to spew from His mouth, suddenly became
zealous enough to become martyrs in Revelation 6.
But if one views the chapters in the Book of Revelation as pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle, one should notice that the two pieces (chapters 4 & 5) between
Revelation 3 & 6 must somehow neatly fit together to complete the puzzle
and thereby sufficiently explain this miraculous spiritual transformation.

So what are “The SHOCKING” events to occur in “the
house of Jacob” that could explain this sudden AWE of
the CREATOR?
Just as two paddles are needed for a defibrillator to shock a dead
person’s heart to begin beating again, two Holydays will be needed to
shock God’s Church to life again so that it can witness to His REALITY and
WAY OF LIFE, even to the point of dying as martyrs in the Great
Tribulation.
These two Holydays are the Second and Third BIG EVENTS in the Creator’s Master
Plan and Timeline. The significance and timing of these next two BIG “SHOCKING”
EVENTS are illustrated in a diagram placed on The Timeline webpage.
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Upon studying this “STOP SIGN” diagram that depicts all of “The SHOCKING” BIG
EVENTS that constitute the Creator’s plan to reproduce Himself by transforming ManKind into God-Kind beings that share His Value System, the only Way to live happily for
an eternity, one should see that we are VERY NEAR to the fulfillment to Holyday 2.
When Holyday 2 occurs, the world will be SHOCKED to realize that CREATIONISM is
TRUE, and that there really is a CREATOR, a Supernatural Being in Outer Space! This
“Desert Miracle” in the American Desert Southwest is the FIRST SHOCK. It will
cause a CALL to go out worldwide for people who now believe in The Creator to gather
to this Desert Oasis to become His Holy Nation (Isa 55:5; Rev 5:9-10).
One year after this CALL goes out, The Messiah will come to marry this Holy Nation on
the Day of Pentecost in that Spring. This Marriage Event is the Fulfillment of Holyday
3 – Pentecost. This Marriage is the SECOND SHOCK. It is the BIG EVENT that the
Messiah said would occur BEFORE the END (Mt 24:14), and comprise “The
SHOCKING” WITNESS to ALL NATIONS. Its purpose is not only provide a Spring
Harvest of the “Firstfruits” of God’s Plan who become the Messiah’s Wife forever, but
also to lead the entire world to repentance, if possible, from the way that is leading to a
Great Tribulation, and perhaps even preempt it.

“The SHOCKING” is needed BECAUSE WE ARE
NOW DEAD!
We have all been brainwashed by the Other Being in Outer Space known as
“The Adversary” or “Satan”. The whole world is deceived (Rev 12:9; 1 Jn
5:19; 2 Thes 2:8-10; 2 Cor 4:4), and is dead spiritually.

Just like the dead patient can do nothing of himself to
“shock” his heart to awaken, neither can we.
We must Fast and Pray and Petition Our Creator
to SHOCK US BACK ALIVE by fulfilling His next TWO
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BIG EVENTS – HOLYDAYS 2 & 3 – the two miracles
that must occur “after the things” of the Seven
Church Eras end!

Rev 4:1
1 After these things I looked, and behold, a door standing
open in heaven, and the first voice which I had heard, like the
sound of a trumpet speaking with me, said, “Come up here,
and I will show you what must take place after these
things.”
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